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1 
The purpose of this paper is to study the existence andthe asymptotic 
behaviour ofdecreasing solutions of functional differential equ tions 
(FDE) of the type 
where 
(P(f) WI -~‘(f))‘=f(c x(g(t))), (1) 
‘(a,) PEC’([O, +a), (0, +co)); 
(a?)fEC([O, +oo)xR,R),f(t,u)>O,t30,O<udl; 
(al) there exists a function y E C( [0, +KI), (0, +co)) such that 
,f(r,~)<~(f) for t>O,O<udl, and 
(4 1 
(a,) gEC(CO, +m), CO, +~)),g(t)Qrlim,,+,g(r)= +m; 
:(a,) ~EC’(R,(O, +co)),hnondecreasingforO<udl. 
Before stating the main result, we find it convenient to give abrief survey 
of the corresponding casewithout delay. 
Many physical problems are modelled by second-order nonlinear 
ordinary differential equ tions of the type 
(p(t) h(x) x’)’ = q(t) Y(x). (2) 
For example, both the Thomas-Fermi and the Schrodinger-Persico 
equations, which occur in the study of atomic fields, areof type (2) [22]. 
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Moreover, (2) also arises inmany mechanical problems a the law of 
angular momentum conservation whe the field strength is time dependent 
[7]. The qualitative behaviour ofsolutions f (2) has been considered by 
many authors [7, 8, 13, 15, 17, 18, 251. In particular, in [13, 181 some 
results on the xistence andthe asymptotic behaviour of positive decreasing 
solutions f (2) have been given. Such works extended tononlinear c se a
well-known result ofP. Hartman and A. Wintner, which ensures the 
existence of positive decreasing ( egative increasing) solutions of the 
second-order linear o dinary differential equ tion 
(P(f) x’(t))’ =4(t) -4th (3) 
where qE C( [0, +co), (0, +co)). Such solutions, moreover, are uniquely 
determined up to a constant factor ifand only if [S, Ex. 6.7-a, 3583 
The following result concerns the asymptotic behaviour ofpositive 
decreasing ( egative ncreasing) solutions f (3): 
THEOREM A [S, p. 358; 163. Let B be the set of positive d creasing 
(negative increasing) solutions f (3) and let B, (BJ be the subset of B of 
solutions which approach zero (a nonzero limit) ast + + co. Setting 
we have 
(i) Z,=+cc -B=Bo,BL=O, 
(ii) Z2< +co,Z,= +oooB=B,, Bo=O, 
(iii) Z2< +co,Z,< +oooB,#@, B,#fa. 
Proof Statement (i) follows from [5, p. 3581; statements (ii) and (iii) 
follow from Theorems 3-5 in 1161 taking into account that he set of 
solutions f (3) is a two-dimensional linear space. 1
In what follows, by solution fclass B of (1) we mean a function 
x = x(t), defined for t2 0 such that xE C*((t,, + co), R) for suitable t, 20, 
x is a positive decreasing function for t> t,, and (1) holds whenever t >t,; 
similarly for solution of class B,[BJ of (1) we mean a solution of class B 
of (1) which approaches z ro [a nonzero limit]. 
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The existence of solutions f class B,B,, or B, of FDE has been the 
subject of numerous studies (see, .g., [2, 6,9-l 1, 19-21, 23, 241). 
In particular for FDE 
x” = q(t) Wx(g(t))) (4) 
under suitable assumptions  function Y, if I1 = so+ Xsq(s) ds = + co, then 
every bounded solution either oscillates or approaches zero [6, lo]. 
G. Ladas, V. Lakshmikantham, and J. S. Papadakis have already proved in 
[ 121 that if the function g is “small enough” and if I, = s$‘X sq(s) ds = 
+ X, then every bounded solution of (4) is oscillatory. Therefore forthe 
linear equation 
we obviously have B = B,, while the corresponding FDE 
xll(t)=x(t-7r) 
has oscillatory s lutions a dB = B, = B, = 0 [ 121. Thus statement (i)of 
Theorem A does not hold for 
(P(f) x’(t))’ =4(t) -4g(t)) (5) 
without additional assumptions  the function g. Indeed if Z, = + co, then 
for Eq. (5) class B may be empty; therefore an assumption of the type (a,) 
does not seem unreasonable. 
The aim of this paper is to study the existence andthe asymptotic 
behaviour ofdecreasing solutions f (1); our results generalize to FDE 
results already known for ordinary differential equ tions [4, 13, 16, 181. 
Furthermore, when n = 2, our result extends some of those quoted for FDE 
[6, 9, 10, 20, 231 since our result may be applied tomore general FDE. 
Moreover, inorder to obtain results on the asymptotic nature of non- 
oscillatory s lutions, the functionf hasbeen assumed to be monotone and 
locally Lipschitz (with respect tox) by the majority ofauthors. In this 
work such assumptions arenot assumed. Inparticular thecondition 
f( t, 0) = 0 is not required here. Thus our results may also be applied to
functional differential “nonhomogeneous” equations, i.e., to equations with 
a term which represents an external force acting onthe system. 
In Section 2 sufficient co ditions i  order that Eq. (1) has solutions f 
class B or B, are given. Our techniques involve a comparison with a 
suitable linear o dinary differential equ tion. I  Section 3 we study the 
existence of solutions f (1) of class B,: we follow a method similar to that 
previously used by Ch. G. Philos in [20]. The results in this ection are 
closely related tothose recently obtained by M. Kulenovic n[9] for 
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second-order equations and by Ch. G. Philos in [20] for higher order 
equations. 
A topological approach is employed here. We will use Ky Fan’s or 
Tychonov’s fixed point heorem and a general result [ 1] on compactness 
and continuity (upper semicontinuity) of operators defined bySchauder’s 
linearization device. 
Consider the boundary value problem 
x” = F( t, x, x’), teJ 
x E s, 
where Jis a given real interval, possibly unbounded, F: Jx R2 + R is con- 
tinuous, andS is a given (nonempty) subset ofthe Frechet space C’(J, R). 
It is assumed that F is the “restriction to thediagonal” of a continuous 
function G: Jx R4 + R, i.e., G(t, c, c, d, d) = F(t, c, d) (c, d constants), and 
that here exists a ubset Q of C’(J, R) such that for any q E Q the boun- 
dary value problem 
x” = G(t, x(t), q(t), x’(t), q’(t)) 
XES 
(7) 
admits a nonempty set of solutions. To deduce the existence of a solution 
for (6) it is sufficient to prove the existence of a fixed point for the multi- 
valued operator 5 which associates to any q E Q the set of solutions Y(q) 
of (7). 
From a result on upper-semicontinuity and compactness in [l] and 
from Ky Fan’s Theorem, wehave the following existence result: 
THEOREM B. Consider the boundary value problems (6) and (7) with the 
previous a sumptions. Assume that 
(i) there xists a nonempty closed convex bounded subset Q of 
C’(J, R) which makes (7) solvable with a convex set of solutions i  Q; 
(ii) given a sequence {q,,} in Q and a sequence (xn} in S(Q) such 
thatx,Ef(q,)forallnEN, if{qn} converges in Q and {x,} converges tox, 
then xE S. 
Then the boundary value problem (6) admits at least one solution. 
Finally, we point out that D. L. Lovelady [ 141 already made use of a 
comparison with asuitable ordinary nonhomogeneous differential equ tion 
in order to prove the xistence of solutions f class B of (4). M. Naito [193 
recently extended such results to linear FDEs of higher order. 
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2 
Consider Eq. (1) and suppose that he assumptions (a)are satisfied. We 
find it convenient to make some remarks before stating the main result. 
Assumption (as) implies that 
O<h(O)bh(u)<h(l), O<u<l, 









l(t)=&) j+xY(s) jj-qdrds. I 
(8) 
(9) 
The following result which extends to(1) analogous tothose for (2) 
[13, 18-j holds: 
THEOREM 1. If assumptions (a) are satisfied, thenEq. (1 )admits at least 
one positive decreasing solution. 
Proof Choose to 3 0 such that 
Z(t) < 1, t> to (10) 






let Q be a closed, convex, bounded set defined by
Q= qeC’([t,, +co),R)suchthatZ(t)<q(t)<l, 
(11) 
(12) 
41) k ---<q’(t)dO, tat, 
h(O)p(t) 
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Since lim, _ + o. g(t) = + co, there exists ,such that g(ti) = t,, g(t) > I, 
for t> t,. Consider the function g given by 
dt) = 
i 
g(t) for t>t, 
to for to<t<t,. 
If Z(t)<q(t)<l for tat,, then Z(t)<q(g(t))< 1 for tat, and 
f(t, 4MN) =fk 4(8(t))) fort 2 4. 
For any q E Q consider the linear boundary value problem 
(p(t) h(q(t)) x’(t))’ =f(t3 ;;f;t))) x(t) (134 
x(to)=l,x(t)>O,x’(t)<O fort> to. (13b) 
Let {x,} be the set of solutions f (13a, b): from the already quoted 
result ofP. Hartman and A. Wintner, this et is nonempty. Moreover it is 
convex since (13a) is linear nd (13b) is convex. 
Let us prove first that, for any qc Q, we have 
and 
Z(t) < x,(t) d 1 for tat, (14) 
- h(‘)k<x;(l)<o 
W)p(t) for t>to. (15) 
Obviously x,(t) < 1 for t 2 to. Setting cp( t) =xq( t) - Z(t) and taking into 
account the assumptions, we obtain 
Then cp has a nonnegative minimum in (to, + co). From (10) we have 
Z( to) < 1, ~(t,,) 2 0 and so, from the maximum principle, we obtain p(t) 20 
for t2 to. Hence statement (14) is proved. We now show that (15) also is 
satisfied. Let usprove first that for any q E Q we have 
(16) 
Suppose this is not true. From (13a), byintegrating on (to, t), t< T, we 
obtain 
p(t) h(q(t)) x;(t) 
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Thus, taking into account (11) and (12), wehave 
P(l) h(q(t)) x;(t) <-h(l) t,<t<T 
or 
Again integrating on (to, T) we get 
x,(T) -x,(hJ < - 1 
and so xy( T) < 0, which yields a contradiction since .Y, is nonnegative for
t > t,. Hence statement (16) holds. 
Since p(t) h(q(t)) xi(f) is nondecreasing for t> t,, from (16) we have 
and so 
41) 1 x;(t)> -k--, 
h(O) p(t) 
t > t,j. 
Thus is also (15) satisfied. 
In order to complete he proof let 5 : Q --+ C’( [to, +oo), R) be the 
operator which associates to any q E Q the unique solution x, =F(q) (or 
the set of solutions F(q)) of (13a, b). 
We observe that he operator Y-, defined above, may in fact be a real 
multivalued operator (and it is not always clear how to define a continuous 
selection) [S, p. 3581. Let us prove that Y has at least one fixed point in 
Q. From (14) and (15) we have S(Q) c Q; then is it sufficient to prove 
that condition (ii) ofTheorem Bis atisfied; i.e., given a sequence {q,,} in Q 
and a sequence {x,} in S(Q) such that x,~F(q,) for all neN, if {q,,} 
converges in Q and {x,} converges to x, then xsatisfies (13b). 
Obviously x(t,) = 1. Furthermore by the continuity of J h, and g, the 
function .Y is a nonnegative nonincreasing olution of (13a) and so 
Now, the nonpositive function I satisfies th  condition 
b(f) h(q(t)) A(t))‘=At) h(q(t)) x’*(t) 
+m d&T(t))) X2(t) > o 
q(t) 
, 
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or 
P(l) h(dt)) J(t) 2P(i) h(q(i)) 40~ t> i> to. 
Hence, if I would vanish for some ia to, then the above inequality 
would imply n(t) = 0 for all t2 7. This is clearly impossible since otherwise 
either x would vanish (contradicting x(t) > Z(t) > 0) or f( t, q( g( t)))/q( t) 
would vanish for t> to (contradicting our assumptions). Thusx satisfies 
(13b) and Eq. (1) admits at least one positive decreasing solution f r t2 t,. 
Let z be such solution. If z satisfies (1) for all tB a, a < t,, then it 
remains toshow that zis a positive decreasing function for all t, a < t < t,. 
Setting J(t) = z(t) z’(t) and repeating thesame argument asabove, we 
obtain that zis a positive decreasing solution of (1). The proof is now 
complete. 1 
The proof of Theorem 1not only ensures the existence of a positive 
decreasing solution x of (1) but also gives an estimate for such asolution 
and its derivative. In fact from (14) and (15) we have for large t 
Theorem 1 does not solve the problem of whether such a solution 
belongs toclass B,or B,. If 
(b) I +cc 1 -dt= +oo, 0 p(t) 
then an answer to this problem is given by the following theorem which 
extends statement (ii) ofTheorem A to Eq. (1) and generalizes, wh n n= 2, 
some results in [6, lo]. 
THEOREM 2. Zf the assumptions (a), (b), and either 
or 
(4 h is increasing for0 < u < 1 
are satisfied, thenEq. (1) admits at least one solution fclass B,. 
We shall need the following lemmas. 
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LEMMA 1. Ifassumptions (a,), (a,), (a,), (a,), (b) ure satisfied, then.for 
any solution x(t) of (1) of class B we have 
(i) lim,, +T p(t) h(x( t)) x’(t) = 0 and 
(ii) lim,,+,,,p(t)x’(t)=O. 
Proqfi Since (p(t)h(x(t))x’(t))‘=f(t, .x(g(r)))>O, thenlim,, +r p(t) 
h(x(t)) Y(t) =L 6 0. If assertion (i)is not true, then L < 0. Thus there 
exists a large i such that for all t> i 
P(t) O(r)) -u!(r) <; 
or 
fi’ h(x(s)) x’(s) ds <; J”& ds. 
, 
As t tends to infinity we obtain a contradiction, so theassertion (i)is 
proved. The second one follows from continuity of function h. The proof is 
now complete. 1 
LEMMA 2. If assumptions (a) and either (c) or (c’) are satisfied, thenthe 
function I = Z(t), defined in(9), is not a solution f(1). 
ProojY The asssertion follows bytaking into account the fact hat he 
function I is a solution of the second-order nonhomogeneous equation 
(P(f) I’(r))’ =$) Y(f). 
We omit he details. [ 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let xbe a fixed point of operator F defined inthe 
proof of Theorem 1. Then x is a solution of class B of (1). Let us prove that 
lim ,-+rm x(t) >0. Since x( g(t)) < 1, for sufficiently larget we have 
f (2, -d&7(t))) 6 y(t); (17) 
integrating on (t. +co) and taking into account Lemma 1 we obtain 
-p(t) h(.x(t)) d(t) d j- +r y(s) ds 
I 
or 
4x(t)) x’(t) 2 -A fttr y(s) ds = h(0) I’(t). 
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h(u) du 2 h(O)[x(t) -4 +a )I, 
I( +03 )
from (18) we have that for suflkiently large t 
x(t) 6 x( + 00) +Z(r). (19) 
From Lemma 2 and (14) we have for asufficiently large7 
Z(i) <x(i); 
thus from (19) we obtain 
which implies x( +co) >0. The proof is now complete. 1 
3 
In this ection weexamine the existence of solutions f (1) of class B,. 
We proved in Section 1 that, under suitable assumptions (inparticular (b): 
so+ m (l/p(t)) dt = + co), there is always a positive decreasing solution of (1) 
which does not tend to zero. In general this will not happen for every 
solution ofclass B, i.e., there xist FDEs of type (1) which may have 
simultaneously so utions f class BL and solutions f class B,, as the 
following example shows. Furthermore, we point out that his fact does not 
occur in the linear case without delay since, ifassumption (b) holds, then 
we get either B,= 0 or B, = fa (see Theorem A). 
EXAMPLE. Consider 
( > ; x’(t) =2 e-2’f’x(t-1) (t> 1). 
Theorem 2ensures the xistence of solutions f class B,. Furthermore th
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function x(t) =e-” is another solution f(20): threfore there are also 
solutions of class B,. Such an example shows that he behaviour of
solutions f class B of a FDE is generally different from that in the 
corresponding case without delay. Infact for the ordinary differential 
equation 
( 1 $X’(f) = 2t ep2’+ ‘x(t) (12 1) 
since I, = + cc, I2 < + co, by Theorem A we obtain B = B,, B, = a. 
The following theorem ensures the existence of solutions f (1) of 
class B,and it extends, when n = 2, some results in [9, 20, 231. 
THEOREM 3. Zf assumptions (a) and either 
Cd) g(t)<t, t>o 
or 
(d’) S(t, 0) > 0, t>o 
are satisfied, then Eq. (1) admits atleast one solution of class B,. 
Proof: Consider the function I = 1(t) defined in(9). Let to and t, be as 
in the proof of Theorem 1. Let Q be a closed, convex and bounded set 
given by 
Q= {qEC([to, +co), R) such that O<q(t)<Z(t), bto}. 
For any q E Q, let Y be the operator Y :Q -+ C( [to, +co ), R) given by 
+‘*fh dds))) jS (Mr) h(dr))) dr& f> t, , 
(21) 
(Fq)(t, I+I(t) - I(fl), to< t< t,. 
Hence (fq)(t) > 0for all t2 t,. Since 
(Fq)(t)<&/t+Y y(s)[:phdrds=Z(t). fE Cfl, +oo) 
and 
(Fq)(t)= (sq)(t,)+z(t)-z(tl)~z(t), tE C&hf,l 
from (21) we obtain S(Q) c Q. Thus the functions f S(Q) are equi- 
bounded. Toshow that hey are also equicontinuous it is sufficient to prove 
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that he functions f S(Q) have equibounded derivatives for t>t,. This 
follows from inequality (t >1,) 
Therefore S(Q) is relatively compact in the Frechet space of all con- 
tinuous functions  [to, +co) with the topology ofuniform convergence 
on compact subintervals of [to, +co). Taking into account that for t> ti 
we have 
from the Lebesgue dominated convergence th orem, the operator Y is also 
continuous in Q. Applying Tychonov’s fixed point heorem, we obtain 
that he operator F admits at least a fixed point x in Q. Obviously x 
satisfies (1) for t>t, and lim,, +m x(t)=0 since O<x(t)<Z(t) and 
lim r-r +m Z(f)=03 
For to <t < t, we have 
X(t)=X(tl)+z(t)-Z(t,)>O, 
and so x is not the zero function. 
(22) 
Moreover x is a nonnegative nonincreasing fu ction for sufficiently large
t. To deduce that xis a positive decreasing function we shall make use of a 
method which is similar to that previously employed byCh. G. Philos in
WI. 
Let us prove first that x(t)>0 for ta ti. If x(t,)=O (and so x’(t,)=O), 
from (22) we obtain x(tO) > 0; thus from (1) we get 
p(t1) h(x(t,)) x”(t,) =f(t,, x(g(tl))) =f(f1, X(h))) >o, 
so x”( t1) >0 which is a contradiction. Thus x(1,) > 0. Now let Ibe the first 
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zero f .Y in (t,, +co). Hence x(t)=x’(t)=O for all tai. From (I) we 
obtain for all t> i 
f(C x(g(t))) = 0. (23) 
Assume that assumption (d’) holds. Then (23) gives a contradiction. If 
(d) holds, from (23) we get x(g(i)) = 0 which contradicts the fact that 7is 
the first zero for the function x. Thus x is a positive function for t > t, 
Now we show that x’(t) < 0for all t2 t,. If this assertion s not true, then 
there exists i uch that x’(i) = 0 (x(i) > 0). 
From ( 1) we obtain 
p(i)h(x(i))x”(i)=f(ix(g(i)))>O 
or 
x”(i) > 0 
which gives a contradiction. Thus x is a positive decreasing function for all 
t 2 t,. In order to complete he proof it is sufficient to use an argument 
similar to that given in the last part of proof of Theorem 1. 4 
Finally, we observe that from the proof of Theorem 3we also give an 
estimate of the rate of convergence to zero f solutions f class B,. Related 
results on the rapidity of convergence to zero f solutions f FDE can be 
found in [3]. 
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